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"We're going to the mountaintop 
because there's a motherfucker on 
the mountaintop that's playing 
King, and he's been bullshitting 
us... We've got to go up on the 
moun ta in top to make th i s 
m o t h e r f u c k e r u n d e r s t a n d , 
goddamnit, that we are coming 
from the valley!"

-Fred Hampton, 1969 
[speech delivered @ Olivet Church]
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THE [               ] CONDITION

my organ is huge
with many prongs on it.
it is waving and looking
through the air’s smells
to find a bunch of polished holies
i hope to eat slowly.

to write this, i took my glasses off.
a lot went in so that
every word was loaded.
cold food went in the oven.
i used a knife and wept.
writing is not the worst thing i do.

i, too, have an aspirational list of exports.
but that’s not what i’m doing
with my time.

sometimes,
imagining men don’t exist
helps me sleep.
almost all the time,
doing it myself 
helps me sleep.

the most important thing i learned
is to believe people when they talk.
i can’t always.

i just watched the moon
try to get out of the ocean
really hard
with no arms.
sat myself down in a literal
wooden cube in the basement. 
wrote hard into my notebook
trying to connect
telepathically
calling you a dumbass 
for not hearing me.

listen to me while i 
put your head down for a sec.



i’m writing because
i have organs i want you to hear.

can’t you try harder to eat bugs with me.

how much it costs is out of proportion
with how long until it is garbage.
i’m talking about this fun new 
relationship.

i thought about you instead and birds
started dropping out of the trees, 
in a good way.

we enter my frieze.
i’m staring at the stinging field.
i feel itchy and sick but
if you ask for the sticky off my hands,
i’m sure i will love you for that. 
you ask in a letter.

i’m deciding to go further
on a curvyline that jumps
behind the world.
im not trying to make you 
come with me 
if you don’t want that now.

i am shivering
from the middle of my uterus.
now im a “woman” poet.
i opened my mouth until
my stomach was out.
wool with tarnish got in it.



DO YOU BELIEVE IN [REVOLT]

there’s a typecase of buttons.
i think every compartmented drawer
is a typecase. my biases. 
bath body abstracted not sexualized.
what’s the deal w/ mom.
oh she had an emotional breakdown 
when a death happened okay oops.
do you believe in [compromise].
do you believe in [spectacle]. 
do you believe in [broadcast].
i didn’t cry until district 11 started fucking shit up.
what does that mean about me.
an individual death is inevitable.
individuals programming the death
of other individuals is an abomination.
a time-spanning one. every minute. 
i felt genuinely overwhelmed. 
i was crying, struggling to keep still, 
confessing to my sleepy parents, 
“i don’t know if i can watch this.
i’ve been studying REAL revolutions.
these things happened to people”
feeling the worst is to know the hell
you were already immersed in. what i mean is
the character wants to have chosen escape
a few months ago when instead she did
what she must have done. the longing, now that
it is clear there was never escape.
i know people who say, “we’ll get away,
live on a farm where we have everything
we need, be apart, be safe” and i understand
that desire. i understand that longing
while i execute my duty to tell them what i’ve 
learned about all that from Teachings:
“when people need to eat, they 
will find your farm. there is no being apart.”
again i’m thinking “it is meet. it is right.”
it is up to us to begin sharing before martial law
or lawlessness. i know it’s scary. imagine anyway.
volunteerism is as grave in this movie as 
people act like it is in real life.
when you start to know history, and you have
begun to develop your ability to feel the pain you see,



movies are horrifying. i am entering a new part 
of my life where more movies are horrifying,
including mundane ones about personal happiness.
it would be different, im sure, if worse things
happened to me. if bad things happened to me.
i don’t know what happens in the last third of
The Hunger Games. but i do know that 
700 years ago, the church burned Margharita 
slowly in front of her partner while she 
refused to abjure, and he was publicly 
shredded over the course of several miles
through mountain towns. 
when i have needed to SAY, i have
welcomed into my mouth a voice i don’t have. 
it exists. believe it now.



   



DARE YOU DUDES TO LIGHT ME ON FIRE 

i’m here on a plane like, 
’should i be learning the art of war right now?’ 

then i start 
thinking of ways i could make the men 
sitting on either side of me 
fear me. 

it’s likely they’re 
already afraid of a thing  
as small as 
my smell.



PRAYERS

i try to keep my heart tender 
while my head is yanked by the hair 
to within a tooth’s width of teeth, 
and another adult’s strength 
is the only thing keeping me 
from being torn at work. 
this isn’t typical, but it isn’t abnormal. 
i don’t want to tell you, “don’t tell me _______”, 
but i am so low right now.
to listen is taking all the strength i have.  
yesterday, i discovered my hand reflecting light. 
again, i dreamed for hours. changes are 
forming my ear to do the counterpart of 
articulate what my heart is screaming out for. 
spend enough time building up a cool attitude 
towards screaming and you may cease to 
read what message is there. my prayer is: 
please teach me my heart’s language 
tonight while i am sleeping. please. 
i only want to hear the directions. it will be 
so hard to follow them, please make it easier 
to read them. 



FACTS YOU CAN'T GLEAN FROM THE NAME

"The blinds are down, too. The fact that this happened does not bring on the destruction 
of science." -the feynman lectures on physics

"im the faithful as a bird dog type can't be devious" -katherine hepburn's character

"don't be mad at me, mom. you're my mom now." -rachael

i was inside a moving fun cage
i am trying to say to you
that i flipped over on purpose
that i held a handle that would ensure
my body its inversion.

i chuckled to myself every time
i saw the lake above me on the ground.
i'm trying to tell you
that it was good and i liked it.
can't explain.

my drafthorse nostrils fill with beer.
i want to be putting my hands in flotsam.
now i am.
"ow!" i say, while a couple folks around town
literally starve.

with people i love
i forget that the world is awful
and that humans cause damage
unless the person i love
is hurting me.

fix a text in the tender crotch of my arm.
here i am, weeping and gnashing fruit,
while the wood to do anything i want with
comes from trees.
plus the population is growing
bc millions of ppl go to work w/o poetry.
parents are for the most part not artists
but easily could be.

HOLY GOD GUYS
HOLY GOD GUYS
HOLY GOD GUYS



being escrivre.
getting a fever
out of the trees.
i kind of want a wife.

what is this a picture of.
the male saint's name feminized.
the female saint's body armor.
fluid filling her blisters until fire pops them.
can i join the society.
i bet i can.
i don't wanna.

i've got fingers, breasts, abdominals, knees, part of a head,
a soup of pouring warmth under the point-of-light mindset, letters, 
listen to her majesty's a pretty nice girl, stop there.
each part of my body, my blankets, your body, and my dream-tone
is made of a letter tile and when i move my elbow i spill a word.

i would like to be a surrogate mother.
i want to be impregnated by someone else’s love
and feel the life and pain of life
without the brain sleep of lust.

what i should have done is never had sex
become a surrogate mother
given birth
then never had sex
and written about nothing.

i feel nothing
moving in my belly.
i named this
before i started.

i hate sentences.
a stranger's puzzle bangle.
its a horse-man or a land form.
WHAT'S A DISCO BALL USED FOR?
deliberation
where one side does something
and you can guess the rest,
if you want, but nothing changes.

it takes a second for my tactile feed to become audible,



asking "why has the yolk in YOU stayed whole."

i took phonecalls in the middle of the night.
even if you didn’t wake up i told you.
i feed trampled nightcrawlers
out of my dirt
as they squirm blindly towards living girls.
that’s my calling.

if someone would just
hand me an oyster.
i'd be an empty vessel for people to project
decibels into.

i'm an idiot.
i just wished on a cookie because the box told me to,
and now i think it's really gonna happen.

let us ingest all the stairs with our face on accident.
ALL MONEY IS COUNTERFEIT.
before i can listen to Fred Hampton ask
"WHY DON'T YOU DIE FOR THE PEOPLE",
there's a fucking jetdry commercial.

i feel terrible and ugly.
i feel unable to support the weight
of my stomach and internal clitoris.
this dings, says chris is talking to me.
i think, angry, WHO THE FUCK IS CHRIS?!?!
i feel distended by flammable gas.
because of chemical jewelry in my blood,
i have wanted to name a baby
since wednesday morning.

prepare for the past.
if we had kids, i raised them.
set them onto the sacrificial
launchpad. step on the launchpad.
that's what's happening.

the things i'm not doing but thinking about doing
could fill my life 30 times or more
even if i stopped working with childhood "disorders"
on behalf of a society that doesn't give a shit



   



that is: i hope i don't fuck up
being friends with you
because i'm shaking my ass
to 'don't cry' by deerhunter
imagining hanging out in a room with you
bent over on a piece of furniture.

sorry abt my attn span.

dude's all like 'i wanna hang out w you' in text.
i'm all like 'i intend to die for the people' in the mirror.
i'm gonna be asking for patience.
@MasterCardBiz WHY CAN'T WE HAVE REAL SEX WITH IDEAS?

i cut a lime the wrong way only once.
i cut it every day.
clear is my sensitive belly button
and the skin on my fattest parts
getting cold first.

the suit im wearing
will be new tomorrow.
like, right now its just a can with worms inside.

we ate drugs and you wanted
everyone who wasn't there to be there.
god said we are
'both pieces of a fight puzzle'
but now we are being weird and thats fun
we are calling things by weird names.

THERE'S NO TELEPATHY, NO GHOSTS.
it's scripted.
the script is what's pinning
the national melancholy on the weather
instead of the war.

how dangerous a wish room
for what is on the shelves of
wisherheads.
this decade has one side of its clasp missing.
it's a turret. get in it and get dizzy.
not as an operator but as a place to sit.

pre-eminent female flower painter



amount of beautiful in my throat again gagging
me with a butterscotch.
i'm walking down the garden
wet face out.
wait i'm still in a huge block of marble
and every noise i make is sound flesh.
i'm toast. my gut crashes.
smear that on there.
tastes good.
im stuck in the gallery,
the dark in bread,
the light in glass,
asking why they put cathy of axel
back together for this picture.

why look to find deceits
behind the rock and the mist?
because people aren't like that
standing on a cliff in his symbolic hat.
removal of me from my life
creates the appearance of a slight vortex.
my voice doesn't suffer.

in thousands of lives,
i have been my tummy.
earlier in this life,
i thought people farmed orphans on purpose
and i adopted a fake one.

a new ghost is on the scene
and now the middle is out of me
on the bed pulling
frost off my chest.

you can't, mother soul,
get in me
through my regular door.

goo and bad
can stink the air.
my metalsalts mouth
doesn't care that much.

i dreamed that
a kid i work with



puked a lake
while i looked on
starting to go out
of my mind.

i had no memories
of being locked up,
so i don't know what
went down.
was the pale boy of me
crying colloids?
hot tea tears?
i will age like a man
and will "look more like a man" every year.
i have set "the greatest" to play the entire time.

i said i was gonna write a love poem
about trading every apartment i've rented
so hard
for something you make up.
i didn't do what i said.
is that why i'm gonna lose my yard?
haha like i have a yard to lose.

the love poems i'm writing
really hurt my feelings.
cold fireworks in my aft parts
and close up throat,
yellow disk dissolving slowly
between me and the air.

what if 'our life together' was something
other than blips.
i'm sure they are peonies
by the effect on me.
progress: i would no longer concentrate all my winds on a single hour of happiness,
even if it turns out that kind of shit is possible.

i have to learn to
really focus on doing the thing,
touch your face and look at it.
i repeat:
don't push the play button
don't bounce off the art
and out of this roofless jet.



the silent rehearsal before a baby talks.
it makes the world sound like
looking at a ransom note
that threatens to do MEAN THINGS.

i wonder:
who am i and what love causes me to
live hundreds of times again
after something blows me up.
i dont know what love is
but in scifi movies its when
two ppl are weird in the same way
for the same reason.

spraying orange oil
all over my neck by bending the peel.
heart thru arrow, somehow.

i made a collage in which i go to hell
as two chimps in a convertible holding.
i still feel ugly but now i like how i look.

mosquitos suck on the blood of the taxpayer.
i turn my head pain into a tooth i'm going to rip with.
wish i could grow that tusk,
and maybe eventually i will learn to take it out.
give the ivory back to the elephants, i say.
strength is to put pain somewhere else.

i've been "using all my teabags twice"
trying to live until it is snakes
filling his shirt
up the mountain with a heavy carving
i'm touched by 5,ooo years of light on a face
asking for nothing
if it can't have peace.

they say there's seven seas.
there's one sea.



DELPHOS 

go to the island and stay there 
until the rot falls off you. 
as a battery  
you have acid 
and there is a way 
to clean it. 
the oracle’s speeches 
were everything you needed 
and what happened? 
all These Guys  
have chopped them to code 
that is literally rearranged to say 
“ask These Guys what i mean”. 
but she’s so real 
she’s in my eyes with me, 
showing me, turning my head. 
go to the island 
where flies rip your infection off 
continuously 
in tiny bites 
over a long time 
until it is gone. 
ask yourself what god means 
when it pours out of drugs 
from a crack in the earth. 



   



GUESS WHAT: I WANT TO LIVE 

my parents were impressed when i was 
a cashier at chipotle because they had never 
seen me willingly interact with strangers. 
i was 21+ years old when i had that job. 
they were like, “wow, honey!” 
when they stopped in for burritos 
in their motorcycle gear. 
i was getting paid to do that. 

afterwards i moved, 
got drunk all the time, 
and met a few people.  
they were sometimes shitty, 
and i was sometimes shitty, 
and after i wailed aloud 
and threw myself to the floor 
during the making of eggs,  
i moved again.  

now i’m 29. in my free time 
i am trying to meet hundreds of people on purpose.
i would like to (rather) be watching 
movies and reading books in the sunshine. 
i do that, but i also listen and talk to  
hundreds of people. it is difficult.  

when i watch videos of my niece, 
guess what: i want to live. 
sometimes a kid will bruise my tender inner 
arm skin, sometimes he will pull out my hair. 
but he laughed when the stormy wind came up, 
and that was what i was also doing behind my face, 
and i wanted to live then, and i want to live now.



O IO AIAI PHEU 

i am under the rock  
that decodes all those deeds 
the ones that got incinerated  
in north carolina. 
a natural chemical in my thoughts  
causes the drawing of a line  
between someone i love being murdered 
and me eating meat.  
why are people so mean? 
i don’t understand the significance of electra.  
it saddens me. 
when a sci-fi movie makes me love,  
i’m that way with guilty shivers.  
sometimes i think i’ll never be able 
to can my brain for the future.  
today i said out loud to my friend  
“i’m a broken philosopher that doesn’t work”. 
i wish it had been me who bought this house with her. 
heard a description of surgery on a paperthin  
premature human’s organ, 
how when you scrape the infection off a thing so young,
you remove part of that thing. 
lines of my poems start occuring to me, 
and it makes me feel like how i was 
friends with mayakovsky in the other basement, 
went to his party, watched him entertain that child, 
and later, saw his blood sprint to one finger.  
i was in a kitchen.
i steered a guy to the baked beans.  
pieces of my memory  
have floated past my feet and seemed  
like a fish. 



   



   



WHEN THEY GOT REMARRIED

the kid i work with every morning is sleeping.
in my dream, i skipped my early shift
at the school/restaurant without calling in,
then went to eat there in the middle of the day.
nobody was mad. nobody minded.
i am getting close to the part
in the movie about me where
there is one last chance
for a quiet life of intimate love to
divert me away from, i don’t know,
the combustion of my personhood
via ideological action.
things take longer than you expect.
to account for the part where you learn why.
i know i want SAVORY PIES, but little else.
i thought to myself,  
“i like this bjork song.
goddamn right, human behavior”.
but then nick cave started saying
“red right hand”.
THIS isn’t what it is.
distinctions slip away 
to the 30 foot ceiling.
i’ve been cooking for two 
all this time
because it’s so nice to have
leftovers for lunch.



I LIVE IN A DEFINITE CAPITAL

today i scrolled down to 3525
the year
on my phone
while trying to talk about time
on the month level
with a person
who has been alive for about 7 years.

he tapped February 1, 3525
i said the date.
i said "it will be a sunday, if those still exist".
a teacher, planning, chortled
and turned from some
documentation
to smile at me.

the young person asked what was
happening on February 1, 3525.
i said "meditation. it's on repeat"
he said "who will be there?"
with his hyperbolically tiny voice.
i said "i don't know. i'll be 
dust or a cloud".
you can see when a person who
hasn't developed delusions yet
understands.

i was a little sorry we'd scrolled through the
millenium and i'd been so flippant.
he was very quiet and because he smiled
i saw a delusion begin
when he said 
"i dont want to die"
and then i was really sorry.



   



EYE-AWAKENING

i’ve made it back to an
ancient anchor sunk so far into the ground
we don’t know how it got there.
it’s coming, hard to eat unnatural things.
but we could always ask.
im in my room and have
closed the door where everything
that stops poems comes from. the disturbance 
of fabric that catches it and doesn’t let go.
unfocused i try to determine what is 
going to repeat until i finally skin my
pet fear. why do i only love these few?
why is it my way to send out?
wild can save my liquid blood.
im asking. im pleading. let me
borrow your scissors, gods. 
i can’t open myself and i’m
going bad in here. i look at these gleaners
to remember how rough it can be
as many ways as i can invent for my 
heart to be revealed, that’s how many ways
i will beg. the need to write and sing a song
precedes the ability. i want to scream
until i believe that i know what i need.
im calling please answer. tie me to the anchor 
buried such a long way. how did it get there. 
she put seeds in tell me where it happened.
will you please get the thing to come about. 
remember he said think hard to hear 
the memories of others.
i believe there is unfair and division here.
some fish tooth that i have.
not found: the best way for my voice to work.
he said that spirits know us by our voice.
know me and find me. i want to be ready
to ask. i’m not ready to hold the stone but
i sure as fuck would because my friend said.
my life, dice in his hands.
i couldnt have started earlirer than i did start.
take me and my fingers i want to hear you
my helper come to the front and be with me
in my lostness. be with me in my illness and
be my healer.  keep me alive i’m a child.



OFFICE OATH

what i want is to eat nearly too hot fried things.
i like yr lite jeans with yr tall boots, guy.
if i can keep dancing when its just me and people i don’t know
maybe i will survive for another year. 
i wonder what people think when they see me. 
how many times i’ve lost my cool via text 
to wake up the next morning anyhow.
the bagel. pilot lights. hungover employments past.
dang that girl is as beautiful as every person.
my standards for what will satisfy my most basic requirements 
are bonkers and are just short of being guarantees of 
E****** A********. 
i don’t want to see some fuck for a second.
i AM a creature of caring and dedication. 
i AM a creature of caring and dedication. 
what a stupid poem this is.
i have deep contempt for this specific kind of stupidity.
self hater undercover. 
i go ALONE into the world. 
i do not go TOGETHER into the world,
and i do not stay ALONE in my comfort.
I GO ALONE INTO THE WORLD.
i want a recognition of how much this stretches me.
i am not naturally equipped for the things i demand of myself.
i am in a constant state of thinning to translucency.
he gently tugs at her hair as they leave together, talking.
the song i would play if i’d kept that dollar 
for music instead of giving it away. 



CURRENT LOCATION 

first i lived for 27 years and 7 monthsish 
then i had a difficult religious experience in the car while my friend 
read a poem he just wrote because of art, 
then i drank 20 oz of water, a carrot, and an avocado, 
and all that makes the sun come out. 
first i lived all the memories in an old house with a supernatural vernacular, 
then my dad’s job started killing my heart, 
then my mouth started working, 
and all that made me breathe through my hand out the properly cracked 
jeep backwindow while i cover my face and have visions, 
and all that put me back in the forest portal 
through which the sun tore. 
first i wrote some letters and msn chats, 
then i wrote some emails and modified a louis lamour book, 
then i partnered for a quarter of my fucking life,  
then i tried dating for two years, 
then i stopped, 
causing the bullshit spillway uphill from me to break before my pool fills,  
the plants to absorb through a crust of rancid sediment,  
sun to crack my very round skull in the back and exit by plowing 
through the idiotic bridge between my eye sockets,  
states to dissolve at the borders,  
countries to melt back into the topographical grass-scape that clean burns off 
keys, compass rose, mile-to-inch proportions, human vanity, most visible layers, 
but leaving the weird way that seeds develop in or outside of fruit, 
heavy or with feathers, crossing their fingers to hitch a ride 
inside a shitting animal. 



   



WHICH FRENCH REVOLUTION

my first impulse 
was to escape into the future. 

i wanted facts. 
then i wanted to text everyone:
“rise up and destroy the state. noon tomorrow.”

my paranoia is mild right now. 
I haven’t started preaching the 
apocalypse on street corners.

a guy on a bench was talking with
no one visible beside him.
i wondered who he was talking with.

mental health/communication coordinate plane.
people who “know” “shit” “is true” bother me,
and here i am, a lifetime of institutional gaslighting 
having stolen my ability to put stock in my perceptions!

are you immune to fast ones.
im not.

i feel on the verge of being in love 
in a way that reaffirms (rather than destroys) 
my identity. 
do you hear how lovely that sounds. 

being alive has made the future 
less a place of escape, more a garden
overgrown with poisonous look-alikes.

this didnt start how i wanted.
i wanted to talk about how surface sexual differentiation is pretty fucked.
my hair is getting “more femme” simply because i’m not cutting it. 
this isn’t a poem anymore.

i wanted to remind everyone
of what the idiotic dramatizations 
of the old west stage coach
hackney-taped to the glass in the lil
personal banker fish tank
are meant to remind us of thru a revisionist lens:



Banks Are Piles Of Money That Someone Knew Exactly What To Do With.
Banks Are The Generational Accrual Of Ever More Folks’ Debt. 

John Pierpont Morgan sold rifles he knew* would 
blow the thumbs off union soldiers.
he sold them at a 700% mark-up.
some of these thumbs became 10’s or 1000’s of credit accounts.

the fact that i’ve never thought of birth as the production of labor-force 
for more than like 1 second before forgetting proves something.

millons of people dying of a disease can release the oppressed,
millions of people dying of a disease can open them up 
to a near complete oppression.

estate-clutching guzzlers 
saw that to get lots of millions of people 
to work for less, 
simply make a few million people 
work for nothing. 
invent qualifications for forced labor, 
and the smaller windmills 
will build themselves. 

the scale is massive. 
resistance builds itself, too. 
tiny windmills turning in the opposite direction. 
the international conspiracy to live in peace as equals,
making the everyday despots testy. 

clique of tyrants bitching about the newly less poor dressing too much like them.
they say that shit’s upside down when it’s merely one micrometer closer to fair.

in 1348, the wool-workers persisted in their fuck you 
after everybody else grabbed some concessions.

a farmer in a field hears someone speaking to her.
a drummer on a street corner hears someone speaking to him.

BURN YOUR THINGS.
STOP REPRODUCING.
DRAW YOUR SWORD.

John Brown tried to do business in that clean, beautiful, 
cooperative way that people evoke when they defend capitalism, 



but then wipe their asses with the minute they’re alone.

John Brown did the math and he figured it was totally worth it 
to try for the European market.
like, it was cheaper to go to England and sell wool there 
than get fucked over by the local brokers around the corner.

we have to learn how we want to live, everything about it, so we can do it,
while at the same time learning everything about how we don’t want to live, 
how we are living,
so we can stop it.

back to germany. renewed hope in my ancestry,
the possibility that the resistance i carry is heretic movement genetics.
well then shouldn’t i reproduce??
im curious: how destroyed
would you say your sensors are?

i’m a little in love with my friend. he asked:
“why do you love me so many years late?” i responded:
“i don’t know, because i’m still becoming a person.”
and then i got directly into bed, high on a dose of edibles,
with fantastical sexual images totally eating my head. 

*controversial 



LIGHT ARMOR 

a dog and a baby fall asleep which is great 
but i’m the one who has to get pissed off 
about a completely separate event.
the help. 
but everyone should help. 
the working class. 
but everyone should be working. 
does it not piss you off  
that the class with the fewest resources 
and the class that is NAMED FOR WORKING 
are the same fucking class. 
millions of words evaporate as i think them. 
i am a reluctionary who dreamed my life dry, 
vividly turning through excess days 
in my bed alone for months. 
we can do these strange things 
i can forget how loud we’re talking. 
together, people are nice round pieces 
down the interstate. 
i was born with a brain disorder that causes me 
to assume that the unknown processes of my mind 
are common to all. 
it’s called my narrow empathy.  
you are eating the nutmeats right out of my head. 
the heart has none of its own blood to bleed 
just drowns the body on itself toxic 
and i cannot eat i 
or eat up the hill to higher. 
i can’t eat my skull up 
any more.  



THATS GOOD IM GLAD

i’m eating quiche for dinner again, at a different coffee house. 
a guy made a metaphor about trains entering and leaving the station. 
it was a snoring metaphor. the way he said it i think it might be 
a common idiom that i have somehow avoided familiarity with. 
what is this. so little gets through my neck and arms and fingers. 
everything i say is the budding tip of a dead branch, crunched 
away from the trunk. when something that is happening seems 
small but deadly and pain continues to unwrap us to the cutting wind, 
i remember too late that we will all be dead and this is merely 
an interview of us by our more mitigated older selves. 
“matter of life and death” feels like a strange thing to say. 
for a moment i flashed into the future, from where i critique the 
slug that is me right now. like the time i was too intoxicated 
by a substance my mom bought me, and proceeded to tell my best friend 
that deep down i believed all women had a duty to be mothers.  
nothing on the internet matters. i wish i could just be eating honey 
all the time. not really. a bible verse comes to mind about 
packing your enemies overfull with beautiful things like that. 
love me til my hearts stops. til i love the passing of time.  
the scene where the two men are in their house, reading silently. 
one says he would feel ok if they died right then. the other one 
dies some short time later. not what the one who spoke it had in mind. 
there is nothing on the internet. 
im hungry and not only can i not grow or prepare food, 
i don’t know what food is. 



   



PRAYERS

i told her “im looking forward to feeling different tomorrow.”
cast iron is laying on some of my nerves.
the message this sends to my brain is:
your big ideas shrink because you wander away. 
“what are you hiding?” i yell at the fainting and stunned 
part of me who finally looked at the agreement. 
what have i said ok to 
before my birth? things i didn’t know.
after i heard about brain tumors giving people 
spiritual experiences, i wanted a little one.
tonight i told someone i don’t know well 
that i am frustrated and disappointed, 
even to the point of demoralization, 
every day by the work i do. it’s true. 
i’ve tried taking the metal off my heart 
for more than a year now. i haven’t decided for sure, 
but im considering leaving the rest on. 
it’s just cut up my hands so badly, is all. 
i need surgery in my sleep. 
i’ll ask the voice in my dreams
of my first house,
the one that keeps terrorizing me
until i realize it’s just a woman. 
it probably is me.



THE COLLECTED LETTERS (A) 

loads of words are 
in a water treatment screen. 
there is no reason for me to say my thoughts, 
it’s simply what happens when 
the audio jack gets plugged in. 
my important additional eye  
is tired of its files falling apart in  
poorly written editing software. 
the eye is trying to build 
another mouth to say what it sees. 
nothing makes me more 
than being able to describe 
the actual color, taste, smell, 
or combination. 
will this mouth also be able to eat? 
is this mouth an alternate venue 
for sexual fit if anyone can find it? 
hold that thought underwater 
until the bubbles stop. 
all of the perpetrators 
of historic scale violence 
are roughly the same size 
as you are, they just want it more 
than you want everyone to survive. 
ancient smells are overtaking 
their aggressors.  
nothing makes me  
like getting added to the  
lightload in the balance 
by inescapable powers. 
a struggle is going on. 
winners never end it, 
so lets stay focused on ending it.



  
   



merrily merrily merrily merrily

$10.


